
 

 

 

 

Perpignan, April 14, 2021 

PRESS RELEASE 

The Euroregion Pyrenees Mediterranean launches its new website 

A website with a renewed image and logo, marking a new stage for the Euroregion 

Its three members, the governments of the Generalitat of Catalonia and the Balearic 

Islands as well as the Occitanie Region, currently ensuring the rotating Presidency of 

the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation, wish this website to be primarily 

intended for citizens  

The time has come for the Euroregion Pyrenees Mediterranean to display its new 

image, renewed at the end of 2020 according to the will of its members, and to 

acquire a new website that is clearer, more visual and intuitive. It is based on the 

priorities and major projects of the Euroregion, to get to know it better. 

The Euroregion, a political instrument of cooperation between its three member 

territories, organised in a European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGCT), allows 

them to join forces on their common issues, reflected by the various projects of which 

it is the lead partner or an active partner. Whether through projects co-financed by 

various programmes of the European Union or calls for specific projects financed 

entirely by the Euroregion, it clearly positions itself in favour of the following main areas: 

citizens, the economy, territory and culture. 

The new site is available in 5 languages (French, Catalan, Spanish, English, Occitan), 

a key aspect of the Euroregional will to express the richness of the cultural and linguistic 

diversity of its wide territory. 

It not only makes it possible to follow the Euroregion's activity at a glance on social 

networks or through its agenda, but also to find in particular the projects developed 

within the framework of the COVID Support Fund for example, or still to subscribe to 

the newsletter, which will also reappear shortly, revamped for the occasion and full of 

details on current partnerships. 

It is also an opportunity to start following the Euroregion and its associated projects on 

social networks. 

The site is worth a visit on http://www.euroregio.eu 

 

http://www.euroregio.eu/


 

 

 

 

 

For more information : 

Maïna GAUTIER  

Communications Officer  
EGCT Euroregion Pyrenees Mediterranean 

El Centre del Món |35, Boulevard Saint Assiscle |CS 32032 | 66011 Perpignan Cedex | France 

Phone +33 (0)4 48 22 22 39 / +33 (0)7 89 61 48 25 

maina.gautier@euroregio-epm.eu 
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